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GCSE Computer Science – Curriculum Map 

Please note that this applies to GCSE Computer Science courses that start from September 2022 and therefore are completed in 2 years 

 

 

OCR GCSE Computer Science – Year 10 

Previous knowledge 
required 

Overview of year Why now Endpoints Threshold 
concepts 
learnt 

Key skills 

During Key Stage 3 
students have been 
introduced to some of 
the fundamental 
concepts that are 
required at GCSE. The 
aim is that when we 
approach these topics 
again students have a 
solid base to build 
upon and therefore 
are able to gain the 
GCSE knowledge 
successfully.  
They should be able to 
organise their own 
files and be able to 
access all the 
platforms that will be 
used on the course. 

During this year students study two main 
components of the course side by side. 
These include much of the Component 1 
theory content alongside learning to 
code using python. We have 5 lessons 
per fortnight. 2 lessons per fortnight will 
be spent learning to code. This will focus 
on the techniques required for section 
2.2 of the course. This will be throughout 
the year. Students will start off learning 
how to input, output data and perform 
mathematical calculations. Students then 
move on to using if statements to include 
selection and branching in their code. 
Students will  then learn condition 
controlled loops (while loops) and count 
controlled loops (for loops) and have 
opportunities to write algorithms using 
these.  

Learning the different 
programming techniques is 
part of Component 2. 
However we feel that 
learning to code takes a 
long time and students 
need to gradually learn the 
different techniques rather 
than too much at once. 
Therefore we teach these 
over 2 period per fortnight. 
This therefore allows us to 
have an increased number 
of homeworks that should 
build on the programming 
techniques taught in class. 
Students then work on this 
in their own time and each 
new concept should allow a 
week for students to 

By the end of 
Year 10 students 
should be able to 
use the 
programming 
techniques listed 
within section 2.2 
of the 
specification. This 
includes being 
able to input and 
output data, 
complete 
mathematical 
calculations, use 
selection and 
iteration, make 
use of arrays, split 
code into sub 
routines and be 

Please see 
spreadsheet 

Please see 
spreadsheet 
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Students should have 
some experience in 
writing algorithms 
using sequence, 
selection and 
iteration. Whilst much 
of their experience of 
this is through drag 
and drop 
programming they 
have studied one unit 
introducing them to 
these techniques in 
Python. This is the 
language they will 
learn throughout their 
GCSE course.  
Students also studied 
a unit of “how a 
computer works”. This 
helped them to 
understand some of 
the main components 
of a computer, how 
computers store data 
and how binary is 
used to represent 
images, numbers and 
characters. Students 
also learnt about 
Computational 
thinking skills and logic 
gates. Therefore they 

At this point students also learn about 
String manipulation and then link these 
techniques with what they will be 
learning in the theory side of the course. 
For example students learn about 
encryption and therefore in the 
programming side of the course we code 
a Caesar Cipher encryption and 
decryption algorithm. Following this 
students learn about lists. However the 
exam board focus on arrays and 
therefore many of our tasks will use lists 
in python but acting more like arrays. We 
again try and link this with the course 
content. In the theory section students 
learn about Compression and therefore 
in the programming element of the 
course students write a lossless 
compression algorithm. 
Students then learn how to make their 
code more readable and reusable by 
using sub routines. Finally students learn 
to read and write data to and from a text 
file. Throughout the programming side of 
the course we try to also embed some of 
the other elements from Component 2. 
This includes being able to follow flow 
charts or pseudocode. Students will often 
be given a flow chart of pseudocode and 
asked to create a program to perform the 
task being described. We also expect 
students to be able to identify and fix 
errors. Code hardly ever works first time 

practice outside of lesson 
time and therefore 
gradually learn.  
 
It is also important for the 
majority of the year 11 
content that students are 
experiences with being able 
to write their own 
algorithms. This is often the 
most difficult aspect of the 
course and by starting it in 
Year 10 rather than Year 11 
it helps to engage the 
students with the practical 
side of the course and also 
gives us more time to 
identify and provide 
additional support to those 
students that find this 
element of the course 
difficult.  

able to read and 
write to files. 
Students should 
also be able to 
effectively use 
the IDE they are 
programming in. 
Students should 
be able to follow 
flow charts and 
pseudocode 
when creating 
their code. 
Therefore this 
would put 
students in a 
position to be 
able to practice 
these techniques 
in year 11 and 
gradually build 
the complexity of 
their programs, 
rather than need 
to learn new 
programming 
techniques. 
 
Students should 
also understand 
the basics of how 
a computer works 
in terms of the 
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have a basic 
understanding of 
Boolean Logic. During 
KS3 students have 
been required to on 
occasions follow flow 
charts and therefore a 
basic understanding of 
these should be 
found. Finally students 
completed a 
“Computing essentials 
and Networking” unit. 
Therefore students 
should understand 
what a network is, the 
purpose of some of 
the hardware required 
to build a network and 
a basic understanding 
of how the internet is 
structured.  
Therefore overall they 
have some 
understanding of the 
basic principles that 
underpin the GCSE 
course. All of the 
content will be 
revisited and revised 
from KS3 before being 
built on further.  

and therefore students should be familiar 
with having an attention to detail, 
spotting errors and then fixing them. 
Finally students should be familiar with 
the features of an IDE. They will be using 
an IDE throughout year 10 when writing 
code and therefore should have first 
hand experience of the difference key 
features of one.  
 
Alongside this is the theory side of the 
course. In year 10 this mainly focuses on 
Component 1. This is Computer Systems. 
This is because it is helpful to have learnt 
to code before studying the rest of 
Component 2 and therefore that is left 
until year 11. Students start by learning 
about the purpose of a CPU. They learn 
about the key factors that affect the 
performance and the functions of some 
of the dedicated registers on a Von 
Neumann architecture CPU. Students 
then learn about the different types of 
primary and secondary storage, the 
characteristics and each and their 
purpose. 
Student then learn about how data is 
represented. This includes being able to 
convert between binary, denary and 
hexadecimal values. They also learn how 
text documents, images and sound files 
are stored using binary values.  

CPU, memory and 
how data is 
represented. 
Students should 
be able to 
describe a range 
of networks and 
be able to 
describe how 
data is passed 
over the internet.   
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Finally students complete work based 
around networking. They learn about 
different types of network, the hardware 
required to build a  network and how the 
internet is structured. 
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Year 10 Unit Breakdown: 

1.1 Systems Architecture 

Main Content Students learn about the purpose of a CPU. This includes the main components of a Von Neumann architecture CPU 
including the ALU. CU and the registers. Students learn the purpose of the following dedicated registers, PC, MAR, 
MDR and ACC. Students also learn about the key factors that affect the performance of a CPU and why it affects the 
performance. Finally students learn about embedded systems, their purpose and examples of.  

Homework Many of the homework are revision videos and quizzes that build on the lesson content.  

Assessment Online written assessment that covers exam style questions and multiple choice questions from across section 1.1 of 
the J277 specification.  

Unit Rationale This is a theory unit and therefore combines well with the practical element of the course running alongside. Having 
a core understanding of how a computer actually processes data is useful when learning later topics and therefore 
this is a good place to start on the course.  

Pre requisites for this unit Year 8 – “How a computer works” unit 

Pre cursor to which unit 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 2.4 

Key knowledge learnt What the CPU stands for. The purpose of the registers on a CPU. What happens during a fetch, decode, execute 
cycle. The factors that affect the performance of a CPU. The characteristics of an embedded system. 
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Key Skills learnt Be able to describe how data and instructions are moved between registers during a FDE cycle. Be able to identify 
examples of embedded systems. Be able to look at different computer specification and discuss why one may out 
perform another.  

Key terms CPU, Register, ALU, Control Unit, Program Counter, MAR, MDR, Accumulator, Cores, Clock speed, Cache, Embedded 
system 
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1.2 Memory and Storage 

Main Content This is a large unit of work and students start by learning the difference between primary and secondary storage, 
They learn about the function of different forms of primary storage including RAM, ROM and Virtual Memory. Then 
students look at the key characteristics of different forms of secondary storage and the suitability of different forms 
of storage for different purposes. Students then study the units of storage in a computer and how to convert 
between different units of storage. Following this students learn about how to convert between binary, denary and 
hexadecimal values. Once confident with this they then use this information to help learn how characters, sound and 
images are stored using binary.  

Homework Many of the homeworks are revision videos and quizzes that build on the lesson content.  

Assessment Online written assessment that covers exam style questions and multiple choice questions from across section 1.2 of 
the J277 specification.  

Unit Rationale This is a theory unit and therefore combines well with the practical element of the course running alongside. The 
units fits well after recently learning about the CPU and how it processes data. This can therefore be linked for 
students to get an understanding of what for example processing of data to display an image. We have also recently 
looked at storage devices and therefore again it is suitable to now consider what is actually being stored on these 
devices. We run this unit now so that students are also aware of what data would be sent when transferring data on 
a network.  

Pre requisites for this unit 
Yr 8 “How a computer works”, 1.1 and 1.2 

Pre cursor to which unit 
1.4 Networking and 2.4 Boolean Logic 

Key knowledge learnt 

That data is stored in a computer using just 1 and 0. These 1’s and 0’s can be used to store numbers, letters, images 
and sound. 
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Key Skills learnt 
Students should be able to convert between binary, denary and hexadecimal values. Students should be able to 
calculate the ASCII value for a character when given a starting point. Students should be able to convert between 
units of storage.  

Key terms Binary, Denary, Hexadecimal, Bit, nibble, byte, kilobyte, megabyte, gigabyte. Terabyte, petabyte, colour depth, 
resolution, bits per pixel, sample rate, amplitude, herts, duration, bit depth 
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1.3 Computer Networks, Connections and Protocols 

Main Content Students study the characteristics of different types of networks including LAN, WAN, Client Server and Peer to peer. 
They learn about the hardware required to build a network and then use their knowledge of this to design networks 
using star and mesh topologies. Students then learn about the structure of the internet including the DNS, cloud 
computing and the role of webservers and hosts. Students then learn about the advantages and disadvantages of 
wired and wireless networks before finally learning about some of the key protocols used within a network of 
computers.  

Homework Many of the homeworks are revision videos and quizzes that build on the lesson content.  

Assessment Online written assessment that covers exam style questions and multiple choice questions from across section 1.3 of 
the J277 specification.  

Unit Rationale By this point in the course students should have an understanding of the key components inside a computer and 
how data is stored inside a computer. Therefore this units builds upon that knowledge well by now looking at how 
we connect computers and enable them to communicate. An understanding of binary is important here as it links to 
how data is sent on a network using data packets and an understanding of bandwidth. It is also taught prior to 1.4 as 
it is important for students to understand what a network is before they can look at the threats to a network. 

Pre requisites for this unit 
Yr 9 (Computing Essentials and Networking( 

Pre cursor to which unit 
1.4 Network Security 

Key knowledge learnt 

Students learn what a network is and the advantages and disadvantages of networking computers. They learn about 
different types of network and the key differences. The role of network hardware and how this can be used within 
the star and mesh topologies. The structure of the internet. The differences between IP and MAC addressing. The 
purpose of some common protocols. The advantages and disadvantages of wired and wireless networks. 
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Key Skills learnt 

How to design a network for a given scenario using either a star or a mesh topology. 

Key terms Network, LAN, WAN, Star topology, Mesh topology, Protocol, SMTP, HTTP, HTTPS, POP, IMAP, FTP, TCP, IP, layered 
protocol, IP address, MAC address, Router, Switch, Hub, NIC, WAP, Standards, Wired connection, Wireless 
connection, Client, Server, Webserver, Hosting, DNS, Cloud. 
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2.2 Programming Techniques 

Main Content Students will learn the programming techniques required to be able to complete the programming project and the 
algorithm questions in their final exams. Students will learn to input and output data from a program. How to store 
data in variables and cast the data type. How to use if statements to branch in a program. How to use while loops 
and for loops to use iteration. Students learn string manipulation techniques and also how to use lists to store 
multiple pieces of data under a single identifier. Students they learn to split code into functions and procedures and 
how to call these. Finally students learn to read and write to a text file.  
In the final half term students will complete a programming project. This will require them to use all of the 
techniques learnt. 
During this unit students will touch on content from 2.5 and 2.1 in the specification. They will learn the features of an 
IDE by consistently using these features when coding. Also tasks will require students to follow flow charts and 
pseudocode to be able to develop their programs. 

Homework 
Homeworks will all be based on further programming activities aimed at securing and building on the knowledge 
taught within lessons. We will use the replit online IDE as this will allow use to share tasks and enable the students to 
submit them remotely.  

Assessment Much of the assessment will be ongoing and completed by the teacher consistently checking the code being written 
by students in the lesson. However there will be some specific assessments to test progress of students. Here they 
will be given a scenario and asked to write a program to meet the client needs. Finally students will complete a 
programming projects. Whilst this is not graded, completion of the tasks will show that the student has understood 
the required techniques.  

Unit Rationale This is a very practical element of the course and where possible students will be coding in the lessons and 
completing a series of tasks. This unit is being completed across the year but in 2 lessons per fortnight. The reason 
for this is to allow students to gradually learn these complex techniques and give them suitable amount of time for 
homeworks to embed the skills before we move on.  

Pre requisites for this unit 
Year 9 – Python Programming unit 

Pre cursor to which unit 
2.1, 2.3 and 2.5.1 are all easier to understand if students have experience of writing code. 
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Key knowledge learnt 
The syntax required in python for the programming techniques listed below. The key features of an IDE.  

Key Skills learnt 
How to complete selection and iteration in Python. How to use lists and subroutines in python. How to read and 
write to text files. How to manipulate strings. How to combine all of these techniques, think independently and be 
able to solve problems. How to use an IDE. How to follow flow charts and pseudocode. 

Key terms 
Sequence, selection, iteration, subroutine, procedure, function, return, data type, IDE, array, list 

 


